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Feature Article
How to Revolutionize Your Construction Business with 
Lean Thinking
by Daniel Bévort

The construction industry continues to evolve at a glacial pace from a management and productivity standpoint, 
while other industries have transformed themselves and their productivity performance. Efforts to improve pro-
ductivity in construction have been widely unsuccessful. Lean construction or lean project delivery is no excep-
tion. However, construction companies need to take a fresh look at the concept of lean with a new perspective. 
There is a way for leaders of construction companies to apply lean thinking to their organization and achieve 
breakthrough productivity.

Most attempts at applying lean management to construction have failed miserably because they lacked a clear 
understanding of the problem. Applying lean principles to construction can be done successfully if you apply 
them to the enterprise as a whole and utilize technology to systematize and automate processes. This aligns the 
organization and yields real-time insights that were not possible before, boosting productivity dramatically.

Lean is about breaking down organizational silos and rethinking how your business processes work to eliminate 
inefficiencies and become a “boundaryless organization”. But, before getting into exactly what is the boundary-
less construction enterprise and how technology can facilitate the transformation, let’s look at the history and 
present state of the construction industry to understand the current situation.

Construction Remains Stuck in the Siloed Organization Past
McKinsey & Company has previously reported extensively on the construction industry’s lackluster productivity. 
The graph below illustrates that while productivity has nearly doubled for manufacturing over the last 20 years, 
it has remained stagnate and even declined for construction. 

Continued on page 3 
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February
13 
Highway Worker Safety
Tuesday, February 13, 2018 
Contact Jim Heaphy to register. 
Construction Industry Center Inc, 
Rapid City, SD

February 
14 
SD Traffic Control Supervisor 
Training
February 14-15, 2018 
Contact Jim Heaphy to register. 
Butler Machinery, Rapid City, SD

February 
19 
Project Management Module 4 
Risk Management
Monday, February 19, 2018 
4:00-8:00 PM. Register here. Rap-
id City and Sioux Falls, SD

Upcoming 
Training 
& Events

February
12 
ICC Upper Great Plains Region III 
Educational Institute 
February 12-16, 2018. Register 
here. Oak Ridge Hotel & Confer-
ence Center, Chaska, MN
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But if we take a closer look at the 1990s, we need to ask what advances were taking place in manufacturing that 
allowed it to improve that were not taking place in construction? The answer: the emergence of enterprise re-
source planning (ERP (from MRPII)) and the introduction of lean management theory in the west, both of which 
were never fully incorporated into the typical construction enterprise.

Lean thinking has its origins in the Japanese automobile industry, dating back to the 1950s and the Toyota Pro-
duction System (TPS). Outside of Japan, lean manufacturing gained popularity in the 1990s after the publication 
of Womak & Jones’ The Machine that Changed the World. 

Similarly, working across organizational boundaries was a new way of thinking in the 1990s—one that was largely 
championed by Jack Welch, then CEO of GE. He advocated for a “boundaryless organization,” which would bring 
people together across levels, functions and geographies to solve problems and make decisions in real time. 

Today, 30 years after lean thinking and ERP revolutionized the manufacturing industry, construction remains 
plagued by operational inefficiencies. The root of many of these inefficiencies lies in the siloed architecture of 
construction organizations. These organizational silos lead to system silos, which lead to data and information 
silos. This silo modus operandi results in inflated cost structures, extended project schedules and a general in-
ability to detect and react effectively to disruptions.

The absence of holistic business applications for construction has played a key part in the continuance of this 
structure. Even though construction enterprises have been investing in ERP for decades, mainstream ERP for a 
typical construction organization is effectively little more than a financial, back-end application.

For mass manufacturing companies, the core part of their business is inside the ERP, making it easy to gain 
process efficiencies. Construction companies’ core business is projects. The traditional ERP does not support 
projects effectively, and therefore, construction companies deploy a multitude of standalone point solutions to 
manage critical parts of their business. This means many companies are using spreadsheets and various ungov-
ernable desktop and project tools outside of their ERP to run their billion-dollar businesses.

Continued from page 1
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Transforming into a Lean Construction Enterprise
Clearly, as lean principles are introduced to new industries a certain level of refinement is required. Operational-
ly as well as financially, construction companies are faced with significantly higher levels of uncertainty and risk 
compared to manufacturers due to the inherent volatility of construction projects. This issue does not negate 
the value of lean thinking, but requires additional emphasis on managing uncertainties, synchronizing and en-
suring visibility into the various and constantly moving parts that go into the execution of a project.

Traditionally, the construction industry’s efforts to pursue process improvements have been confined to the 
project management silo. For example, the progress attained with the Last Planner System has been significant 
in discrete places. However, it is mostly confined to the short-term planning process, and intended to facilitate 
communications between project managers, site managers and trades foremen, limiting the value brought to 
the enterprise as a whole.

The next great leap for construction lies in pursuing a holistic approach where solutions, tools and business pro-
cesses make no distinction between functional silos and organizational divisions.

Unifying Project Business Processes
To successfully adopt lean principles, companies need to align business processes across the entire enterprise, 
ensure corporate practices and standards are followed while maintaining the agility required to react fast and 
effectively to variations and disruptions.

Fundamentally, this transformation requires rethinking how your business processes work. The normally dispa-
rate financial and operational project management processes must merge in a seamless manner, breaking down 
those organizational silos.

Technology as the Enabler
To be effective and enduring, we believe this process unification must be enabled and enforced through tech-
nology. Codified in this way it creates the infrastructure that keeps the company moving in this new direction.

Practically speaking, what we are seeking is the consolidation of project financials, project operations and ERP 
into one system, which we call the Unified Project Solution Paradigm. Consolidating the application landscape of 
these processes reduces complexity and facilitates the transition to lean thinking across the enterprise.

Specifically, technology enables four critical components of successful transformations in construction compa-
nies:

1. Align the enterprise —The delivery of a construction project involves many moving parts, including inter-
nal resources, subassemblies, materials, equipment, subcontractors and vendors, plus financial constraints 
which are required to meet profitability and cash-flow targets. Managing these components over the long 
duration of an engagement subject to frequent changes and adjustments is challenging at best and near im-
possible in a siloed architecture dependent on manual intervention. The introduction of a single integrated 
business application automatically aligns business activities in real time. Financial implications of operational 
changes are instantly captured and reported. The ability to align the enterprise means fewer surprises, lower 
mitigation costs and fewer operational delays. 

2. Automate processes —By operating within a single integrated business application framework, construction 
organizations can implement end-to-end, automated processes that span across departments and function-
al silos. These automated connections facilitate enterprise alignment and process synergies, enabling com-
panies to operate and react in real time.

3. Increase visibility —The ability to understand instantly the financial impact of operational changes and vice 
versa dramatically strengthens risk mitigation capabilities. When holistic project status reports and KPIs are 
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available in real time it enables project managers and other stakeholders to take corrective action and re-
solve minor emerging issues before they escalate into major problems that significantly affect project perfor-
mance. This type of instant visibility alone is revolutionary in construction.

4. Institute best practice enforcement —Centrally managed policies, rules and processes promote disciplined 
behavior and enable companies to enforce best practices across the enterprise with repeatable and scal-
able business models, emphasizing corporate governance rather than reliance on individual stakeholder 
performance. Moreover, the ability to effectively analyze past performance provides enterprises the insight 
required to identify and learn from past mistakes.

To have widespread, long-term success, lean must be applied to the whole enterprise so functional and depart-
mental silos are broken down and replaced with a system of aligned and interconnected processes that allow 
the entire organization to operate in real time. Only with this top-down, holistic approach can construction firms 
achieve productivity gains on par with those achieved in traditional manufacturing over the last 20 years and set 
themselves on the path to becoming boundaryless organizations. 

About the Author
Daniel Bévort is the CEO and founder of ADEACA a software and services company focused on the research and 
development of lean business processes and ERP software for project-based companies. ADEACA has partnered 
with Microsoft to bring ADEACA’s solution to customers worldwide. Prior to founding ADEACA, Daniel was a 
principal architect and product director of Axapta at Damgaard Data, which was acquired by Microsoft in 2002 
and is now Dynamics 365 for Operations & Finance Enterprise. ADEACA provides services and solutions to AEC 
firms such as APi Group and Haley & Aldrich, as well as many other project-driven enterprises. Learn more at 
adeaca.com.
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Bid Letting
February 7th Bid Lettings

1. NH 014A(16)42 (PCN 04TA) - Lawrence; Slide Repair (soil nail with slope mesh reinforcement); US14A just 
east of the junction with US85 east of Deadwood

2. P 0037(144)133 (PCN 04EN) - Beadle, Spink; Cold Milling Asphalt Concrete, Asphalt Concrete Resurfacing, 
& Pipe Work; SD37 from SD28, south 12 miles

3. NH 0014(225)347 (PCN 05U0) - Beadle; Cold Milling Asphalt Concrete & Asphalt Concrete Resurfacing; 
US14 EB &WB from the east city limits in Huron, to the end of the divided section 

4. BRF 6231(00)16-7 (PCN 05R4) - Tripp; Bridge Deck Polymer Chip Seal & Bridge Rail Painting; Structure on 
289th St, 2.5 miles west & 3 miles north of Clearfield, over Willow Creek

5. BRO 8027(28) (PCN 00JY) - Gregory; Structure & Approach Grading (4-48” RCP); Structure 3.1 miles west & 
2 miles south of Jct. SD44/SD47 over a creek 

6. P 0106(06)334, NH 0010(120)363, NH 0012(200)399, P 0020(163)450 (PCN 04V0, 05FK, 05FD, 05FL) - 
Grant, Roberts; Bridge Deck Polymer Deck Seal; US12, 0.6 miles east of SD109 over the Whetsone River Div 
Channel; SD10, 107 miles west of SD127 over the Little Minnesota River; SD20, 4.1 miles east of SD15 over 
a creek; & SD106, 3.2 miles west of SD127 over the Little Minnesota River 

7. P 1358(04) (PCN 05JD) - Minnehaha; Grading, landscaping, Shared Use Path, Structures, Lighting, Trailhead;  
Rotary and Norlin Greenway Parks at the intersection of Southeastern Avenue and 26th Street in Sioux Falls

8. NH-P 0012(177) (PCN 040U) - Deuel, Hamlin, Roberts; Culvert Repair; Various Locations in the Watertown 
Area

9. NH 0042(68) (PCN 05LE) - Butte; PCC Pavement Repair; US212 from approximately 5 miles NW to 1 mile 
East of Belle Fourche

10. PH 0040(219) (PCN 04HA) - Butte, Custer, Pennington; Sprayable Durable Pavement Marking; Various 
locations in the Rapid City Region

11. IM 0906(70)263 (PCN 04DR) - Aurora, Brule, Davison; Structure Zone Painting; I90 Structures over Main St/
RR Exit 263 (Chamberlain); Aurora/Brule County Line, 2.6 miles west of Exit 296; Exit 296 (White Lake); Exit 
310 (US281); 6.0 miles east of Exit 319; & Exit 332 (SD37S)

12. PH 8019(16) (PCN 02UH) - Day; Signing & Delineation; Various County, City, & Township Roads in Day 
County

February 21 March 7 March 21
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January 24th and 26th Low Bidders Results
1. NH 0212(00)114 - Meade; ADA Curb Ramp Upgrades; Location: US212 & SD73 through Faith | TI-ZACK 

CONCRETE, INC (Engineer’s Estimate: $255,100.90) 

2. BRF 6496(00)16-3 - Hughes; Bridge Deck Overlay; Location: Structure on 309th Ave, 0.2 miles west & 0.4 
miles south of Blunt over a creek | J.V. Bailey Company, Inc. (Engineer’s Estimate: $240,157.60) 

3. P 0047(105)44 - Lymon; Replace Structure (2-11’x11’ RCBC) & Scour Protection; Location: SD47, 5.5 miles 
north of the Gregory County Line over Waterhole Creek & 7.3 miles south of I90 over the White River | 
Schweigert Construction Inc.(Engineer’s Estimate: $2,640,784.85) 

4. NH 0281(112)96 - Jerauld; Asphalt Concrete Resurfacing, Pavement Marking, & Guardrai; Location: US281 
from south of SD34 to the Jerauld/Beadle County Line | ASPHALT PAVING & MATERIALS CO (Engineer’s 
Estimate: $2,169,059.05) 

5. NH 0083(77)115 - Brown; Shared Use Path Construction; Location: Along 15th Ave. NE from the existing 
trail end east of Northview Lane to Roosevelt St in Aberdeen | WRIGHT & SUDLOW, INC (Engineer’s 
Estimate: $240,536.00) 

6. NH-P 0012(222) - Brookings, Deuel; Areawide Pipe Repair; Location: Various Locations Throughout the 
Watertown Area | SUBSURFACE, INC. (Engineer’s Estimate: $622,285.90) 

7. PH 0020(146) - Minnehaha, Moody; Durable Pavement Marking; Location: Various locations on the State 
System in the Mitchell Region | Traffic Solutions Inc (Engineer’s Estimate: $743,387.45) 

8. P 0183(24)51 - Lyman, Tripp; Replace Structures (418’-0” Prestressed Girder Bridge & 2-11’x11’ RCBC), 
Approach Grading, & RCBC Outlet Repair; Location: Structures on US183 at the Tripp/Lyman Co Line over 
the White River, RCBC 10 miles south of the Lyman Co. Line, and RCBC on SD248 0.1 miles east of US183 | 
HEAVY CONSTRUCTORS, INC. (Engineer’s Estimate: $6,110,048.23)
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Regional Lettings

Aberdeen Region

2/23/2018  
(1) Project: 0009-168; Cleaning 
and Sweeping of Bridge Decks. 
(LETTING DATE IS TENTATIVE).

2/23/2018  
(1) Project: 029S-171 & 029 
N-171; PC#i4yy & i50a; Deuel 
County; Remove PCCP and As-
phalt Concrete Resurfacing at 
Hidewood Rest Area.

2/13/2018  
(1) Project: NH 0012(00)293; 
PC#06K9; Aberdeen; Furnish Traf-
fic Signal Equipment.

Mitchell Region

2/27/2018  
(1) Project: P TAPR(14); PC#05CF; 
Along Main Ave, Dows St & Lacy 
Ave in Garretson - Minnehaha 
County; Shared Use Path - Grad-
ing, Concrete Sidewalk & Culvert 
Work (SF Area).

2/22/2018  
(1) Project: P TAPU(18); 
PC#05MW; Along Main Ave in Tea 
- Lincoln County; Shared Use Path 
- Grading & Concrete Sidewalk (SF 
Area).

Invitation to Bid
Invitation to Bid #1 - Project Location: Huron, SD
Sealed COMBINED bids will be received by the State Engineer on behalf 
of the South Dakota Department of Agriculture at the Office of the State 
Engineer, Joe Foss Building, 523 East Capitol Ave, Pierre, South Dakota 
57501-3182 until 2:00 PM CT February 15, 2018 for Open Class Beef Barn 
Upgrade Electrical at South Dakota State Fair , OSE# M2318--01X/SWMR. 
Bidders please note: There is no scheduled pre-bid meeting. Bidders 
wishing to see the site may contact Vince Jager or Peggy Besch at the 
State Fair Office at 605-353-7340. 

Copies of the Plans and Specifications, as well as general project info, 
may be obtained by bidders at the office of West Plains Engineering, 4609 
South Techlink Circle Sioux Falls, SD 57106, Phone: 605.362.3753. Copies 
are also on file for viewing purposes at the Office of the State Engineer. 
Anyone requesting, reviewing, or copying Plans and Specifications for this 
project (such individual is hereinafter referred to as “bidder”) agrees that 
they are doing so for the sole purpose of submitting a bid on the project. 

Invitation to Bid #2 - Project Location: VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN SD
BORDER STATES PAVING, INC. is requesting subcontractor quotes for any 
and all items of interest for the following project(s) on the February 21, 
2018 SDDOT letting. 

Project # 3   TODD Co. –Erosion Control, Excavation, Grading, Pavement 
Marking, Traffic Control, Guardrails, Mailboxes, Cattle Passes, Gates 
Valves, Surveying, Electrical, Fencing, Concrete Work, Pipe Work, Crush-
ing, Milling, and Hauling 
Project # 9   KINGSBURY Co. –Erosion Control, Excavation, Grading, Pave-
ment Marking, Traffic Control, Guardrails, Mailboxes, Concrete Work, 
Crushing, Milling, and Hauling 
Project # 10   MEADE Co. –Erosion Control, Excavation, Grading, Pavement 
Marking, Traffic Control, Guardrails, Mailboxes, Concrete Work, Crushing, 
Milling, and Hauling 

All work is to be completed within specifications and prices should in-
clude all incidentals.  Hauling is to be quoted by the ton-mile.  For assis-
tance with plans, proposals, bonding, insurance, project scheduling, pit 
& plant locations, etc contact Korey Bender or Nancy Slotten prior to 
February 20, 2018.  Quotes will be received by mail, fax (701-237-0233) 
or E-mail (quotes@borderstatespaving.com). 
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Pierre Region

1/31/2018  
(1) Project: 014-368; PC# i4xc;  
Haakon County; Bridge Rail Re-
pair on US14 west of Philip.

12/21/2018  
(1) Project: 090W-368; PC#i4j0; 
Jackson County; I-90 Westbound 
Structure Repair over SD73 west 
of Kadoka.

Rapid City Region

2/6/2018  
(1) Project: 016WB-452; PC#i4x1; 
Hwy 16B near intersection of 
Hwy 16; Median Modifications, 
Lighting, Signals and Pavement 
Marking

For more information on 
Regional Lettings please visit the 
SDDOT website.

P3 Infrastucture, Inc.
With decades of combined experience in the infrastructre preservation 
and traffic safety industry, P3 professionals have the experience and 
know-how to make your protection and preservation projects a success. 
Our bridge protection, traffic safety, and high friction surfacing applica-
tions are designed to extend the life of your infrastructure assets and 
maximize driver safety.

Protection - P3’s innovative solutions are designed with the objective to 
protect and preserve. Our advanced applications defend against traffic 
and extreme weather conditions to ensure that road and bridge surfaces 
are sturdy, safe, and secure.

Preservation - P3’s bridge overlays are built to increase service life and 
preserve driving surfaces below. Our innovative polymers shield rein-
forced concrete, steel plates and RFP bridge decks from damaging wear 
and tear, regardless of use and exposure.

Durability - Pavement friction is critical for safe driving, especially in areas 
with heavy braking, severe curves, and steep grades. P3’s high friction 
driving surface outperforms existing polymer solutions with sustained 
friction resistance and reduced lifecycle costs.

Safety - P3’s innovative applications ensure that drivers are safe, protect-
ed, and uninterrupted, even in the harshest of conditions. Our reflective 
pavement markings and plowable marker castings work to extend service 
life, so road surfaces are safe, secure, and long-lasting.

P3’s creativity, quick response times, and customizable solutions help as-
set owners and contractors complete their infrastructure projects on time 
and on budget.

Visit www.p3-i.com for more information.

DBE Spotlight

Primary NAICS
• 325510

Certifications
• Disadvantaged Business Enter-

prise (DBE) certified in ND, SD

Applications
• Polymer Overlays
• Epoxy Stripping
• Multiple Component Striping
• RPM Adhesives
• High Friction Surfacing
• Waterproofing
• Polymer Patching


